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For Marketing Leadership proFessionaLs

Why Read This RepoRT

Marketing leaders are shifting budgets toward new content and interaction methods to counter a reduced 
effectiveness in traditional digital advertising and marketing. Enter personalized video, which enables a 
novel storytelling mechanism using customer data to create unique videos tailored for each individual 
viewer. This new media format supports the intersection of two important trends in user consumption: 
rich media and mass personalization. This Q&A answers the top questions you need to know about this 
significant new format.

Questions

1. What is personalized video?

2. What is the benefit to consumers?

3. What marketing objectives does personalized video support?

4. What are the privacy and security risks of personalized video?

5. How big is the market?

6. What kinds of returns should I expect?

7. What industries are using personalized video?

1. What is personalized video?

Personalized video is a format in which content is tailored to individuals in real time based on customer 
data. Marketers can deliver video links to existing customers through SMS, emails, apps, or web pages, 
while prospects can be addressed through pre-roll advertisements and website content (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1 Four Different Videos For Four Different Consumers

Source: Forrester Research, Inc. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution prohibited.118081

Source: XMPie website

2. What is the benefit to consumers?

The benefit to consumers is that brand messaging becomes more relevant, with video content 
illustrating how products relate to them on an individual level.

3. What marketing objectives does personalized video support?

Marketers can use personalized video across the customer life cycle to support objectives spanning 
discovery and exploration to the use and support of products. Coastal.com supports discovery by 
deploying personalized video ads through retargeting (see Figure 2). AOL Autos lets customers 
explore by using personalized video to support on-site car configurator content (see Figure 3).
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Figure 2 Coastal.com Supports Discovery By Deploying Personalized Videos Via Pre-Roll Ads

Source: Forrester Research, Inc. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution prohibited.118081

Source: SundaySky website

A consumer browses styles
at Coastal.com.

Later, the consumer watches
online video.

A pre-roll ad includes a style
previously viewed.
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Figure 3 AOL Autos Tailors Video to Visitors’ Stated Preferences

Source: Forrester Research, Inc. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution prohibited.118081

Source: AOL Autos website

The customer selects individual
lifestyle facts and preferences,
including family size, work type,
free time, and what is important
to them.

A dynamic video is generated
from 67,000 permutations,
showcasing a best-�t model
for the customer’s lifestyle.

The customer selects
work and home
lifestyle preferences.

The customer selects family size.
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4. What are the privacy and security risks of personalized video?

One of the major concerns for executives implementing this technology is the security of customer 
data. Solution vendors require first-party customer data to be used outside of brand firewalls and 
logins, so there is a real potential for losing customers’ trust should things go wrong. As a result, 
most brands choose to use personally relevant information, such as first names and partial phone 
and account numbers, rather than personally identifiable information (PII).1 Further, as most videos 
are generated in real time and flushed from memory when viewed, there is no permanent storage of 
video content to act as a lure for hackers.

5. how big is the market?

Cisco Systems predicts that by 2018, all forms of video, including TV, video on demand, Internet, 
and person-to-person (P2P), will constitute 80% to 90% of global digital consumer traffic.2 We 
expect that customers will increasingly begin to favor video as a communication medium from 
brands. In response, we expect brands to increase their use of video from advertising and content 
marketing to onboarding, customer care, and loyalty experiences.

Looking at all forms of video display advertising, including traditional, personalized, and interactive 
formats, Forrester projects that the overall market will reach $7.9 billion in the US and €2.6 billion 
in Europe by 2016.3 We believe that personalized video will command increasingly larger portions 
of advertising and marketing budgets due to its return on investment (ROI) improvement over 
traditional video content and other outbound methods of communication.

Graeme Fulton, director of strategy and business development for the global banking and finance 
sector at BT Global Services, states: “While personalized video is more expensive than standard 
email, it is effectiveness that counts. All the indications are that [this approach] is working, with 
personalized video emails achieving up to 10 times the engagement levels over a standard email 
without a personalized video. It is this that is driving some major companies to make significant 
investments in the medium.”4

6. What kinds of returns should i expect?

Brands are seeing the following kinds of results when using personalized video:

■ Increased awareness and conversion rates. The US hardware retailer Ace Hardware delivered 
personalized ad variations to consumers based on their unique interests, behavioral preferences, 
and physical distance from Ace stores.5 The campaign delivered 306,359 unique online and 
mobile videos to viewers within 15 miles of an Ace and saw a 96.45% lift in local brand 
awareness, a 74.29% lift in click-through rate (CTR), and a 45.93% lift in purchase intent.
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■ Increased loyalty. Steimatzky, an Israeli book retailer, decided to infuse brand loyalty and 
increase sales by sending personalized emotive birthday greetings to loyalty club members. 
Fifteen percent of recipients completed a transaction in-store within two weeks of receiving the 
video.6 Carmela Rotman, head of customer loyalty, says, “The results were nothing like we’ve 
seen before and proved the ability of an online tool to initiate a reaction in the physical world.”

■ Higher engagement. Sass Global Travel (SGT) gave customers links to videos that showed 
illustrations of what their personal holiday experience could look like. SGT saw that the 
personalized video newsletter had a CTR of 19.5% — a 985% improvement from its previous 
yearly average of 1.8%.7 All customers played the video to the end, spending, on average, over 3 
minutes on the landing page. Twelve percent of unique visitors contacted the client directly, and 
7% shared their videos on Facebook or Twitter.

■ Improved customer support and loyalty. AT&T initially made its personalized video bill 
service available to its U-verse customers to avoid “bill shock.” The company determined that 
almost 80% of recipients opened and watched the 3-minute video.8 Cost savings for AT&T 
were apparent, too, with the results showing a tenfold increase in ROI for consumers viewing 
the videos.9 Additionally, customers who received the personalized video bills had higher Net 
Promoter Scores.10

7. What industries are using personalized video?

The following industries benefit most from using this technology.

1. Commoditized industries that need to differentiate around customer experience. Telcos and 
multiple service organizations (MSOs) like cable and wireless companies, in particular, have 
been big proponents of this technology.11 Portugal Telecom used personalized video to explain 
pro rata charges and promote online registration to customers and saw a Net Promoter Score 
increase of 16 points and a customer satisfaction rating of 40% higher than the control group.12

2. Industries where products and offers are complex. Insurance providers, mortgage lenders, 
utilities, and banks often have complex messages to communicate to customers and are among 
the biggest sectors using personalized video. EDF Energy, the world’s largest producer of 
electricity, used personalized video to reduce churn from at-risk customers and explain how 
to transfer accounts when they relocate. The results showed that 94% of respondents liked 
the video; 86% found it interesting; 79% had a better image of EDF after the video; and 80% 
expressed a desire to continue to receive personalized videos.13

3. Retailers with large product catalogs and fluctuating price points. Brands with large 
dynamic product sets can reduce the cost and time of video production by using real-
time personalized video.  Office Depot used the latest customer browsing history and offer 
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information to generate videos in real time. The return-on-investment percentages are higher 
than any other Office Depot display and remarketing campaigns (see Figure 4).14

Figure 4 Office Depot Uses Personalized Pre-Roll Ads To Support Retargeting

Source: Forrester Research, Inc. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution prohibited.118081

Source: SundaySky website

endnoTes
1 Many of the vendors we spoke with complied with information security standards such as ISO 27001. Find 

out more about the best ways to view customer data and personalization in the following report. See the 
June 3, 2014, “Q&A: The Privacy-Personalization Paradox” report. 

2 Source: “Cisco Visual Networking Index: Forecast and Methodology, 2013–2018,” Cisco Systems, June 
10, 2014 (http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/service-provider/ip-ngn-ip-next-generation-
network/white_paper_c11-481360.html).

3 Source: Forrester Research Online Display Advertising Forecast, 2014 To 2019 (US) and Forrester Research 
Online Display Advertising Forecast, 2014 To 2019 (Western Europe).

4 Source: Forrester interview with BT Global Services.

5 Source: Eyeview website (http://www.eyeviewdigital.com/retail/).

6 Source: Forrester interview with Idomoo.

7 Source: “Bold Worldwide Launches Pioneering Email Marketing Campaign Using Custom Video 
Technology,” Bold Blog press release, August 5, 2013 (http://boldworldwide.com/bold-worldwide-launches-
pioneering-email-marketing-campaign-using-custom-video-technology/).
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11 Vendors like SundaySky saw growth rates of 182% in this sector in 2013, while 70% of Idomoo’s clients in 
2013 were telecommunications firms. Source: Interviews with Idomoo and SundaySky.
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